Describe the strongest aspect of this course:

- Positive constructive feedback
- wonderful information, great delivery by teacher
- Very useful literacy integration techniques
- Teacher involvement with student understanding.
- Knowledgeable teacher!!!
- The strongest aspect of this course was the authentic tutoring project that was required.
- I thought the Tutoring Experience was a wonderful assignment and I learned so much from completing it.
- Working online was a new task for me. It took a while to get use to. I did get use to it and enjoyed the online experience.

Describe the weakest aspect of this course:

- I don't think this course has any weak aspects.
- Again the online took me about three classess to ge use to it. This was my first online class.
- I don't think their were any weak aspects of this course. Every aspect of the course was valuable.
- Time for completing assignments
- hard grading of work that does not have complete examples since it is web based
- "

How do you think this course could be improved?

- maybe start the tutoring project a little earlier so there can be more time between the lessons to receive feedback and apply them to the lessons
- Honestly, finding a way to avoid tech issues
- I don't suggest any improvements.
- I don't think this course needs any improvements.
- I think Dr. Allen does a great job with this course. She covers a lot of material in a short time. I don't think there is anything that needs to change.

Any additional comments?

- Dr. Allen is a wonderful professor and I learned so much by taking this class. I know so much more now about due to this class and the assignments and activities she planned for us.
- Great class! Learned so much! Very engaging and interactive
- great class! enjoyed it very much!
- No.